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Time to change your strategy

for water leak damage prevention

Property management companies have for decades believed premium insurance plans are
their biggest safeguard against water leak damages and have been complacent in searching
for solutions to mitigate the problem. Recent policy changes by insurance companies now
render this strategy obsolete and those not keeping pace will ﬁnd themselves at great risk.

The changes you need
to know

aboutNOW!
Insurance companies have made it clear
that as of early 2020, there will be consequences
for water leak damage claims. Either your
deductible for water damage will be
increased or the water damage section of
your policy cancelled completely. Recently
customers reported deductibles jumping
from $50K to $500K after damage from a
mid-size water leak It’s time to take a
reality check and focus on how smart
water leak damage prevention technology
will give you the most eﬀective protection.

The Reality Check:
No amount of luck will prevent water leak
damage from occurring

Data from the insurance industry reveals
approximately 20 percent of all insurance
claims relate to water leak damage. This
means one in ﬁve properties encounter a
pipe break, overﬂowing toilet or any of
the other plumbing crises that occur in
residential or commercial properties each
year. Properties under management are
particularly at risk for extensive water leak
damage as they can be vacant when
ﬂoods occur or tenants fail to report a
leak for months until they smell mold or
the water bill increases suddenly.
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Costs from water leak
damage are ALWAYS high

A slow leak from a heating supply line that
goes undetected can result in an
$8,000-15,000 repair, while renovation
and mold remediation costs rarely run
below thousands of dollars. Then there
are crises that reach a whole other scale.
One such example is water leaking from
the upper ﬂoors of a building into the
elevator. In this instance, renovation costs
will hit the millions and everyone in the
building will be evacuated immediately.
The cost of relocating tenants adds signiﬁcantly
to the bill, not to mention the income and
reputation lost bybusinesses when they
can no longer operate as usual. The negative
impact this has on the property management company’s track record cannot be
underestimated either.

Who takes the rap?

Property Management companies are
always ﬁrst in the ﬁring line when problems
arise. Condo board or owners start to
question you why leaks keep happening
or ask for a plan to stop them occurring.
Commercial customers will also ask you
why amenities or areas of the property
are constantly being closed oﬀ for repair
and their business continuity interfered
with. Commonly, they will start asking if

asking if another property manager can
do a better job.
Internally, the facility or engineering
manager gets questioned by the executive
leadership who ask why he did not even
do the minimum to mitigate the risk, why
it took so long to identify water leaks and
what changes need to happen to solve
this problem. The result is often replacing
the person doing the job.
The bottom line: who you should never
solely rely upon
Let’s face it, insurers are only interested in
protecting themselves. So relying only on
your insurance coverage for water leak
damage is somewhat questionable.
The only real water leak damage
prevention strategy
When it comes to large scale properties in
multiple locations, Triple+ is the market
leader in water leak damage protection.
Triple+ systems cover all sections of a
property, including high risk areas such as
machine rooms, elevator shafts, basements and parking. Features include
battery operated and wireless water ﬂood
sensors, automatic shut-oﬀ valves for any
diameter pipe, as well as cloud based
monitoring with a control dashboard. As
the system needs no special infrastructure, it is easy, quick and inexpensive to
install.
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Protecting your
properties wherever
you are located

As a property manager it’s your task to
look after properties eﬃciently and see
they are being maintained according to
your company’s policy. This is undoubtedly challenging as you need to be
responsible for multiple buildings without
being able to be physically present in all
places at all times. It is also diﬃcult to rely
on your teams to do their work properly
as they need tight supervision. Then
comes the constant pressure of proving
to your superiors you have everything
under control, a vital step to safeguard
your job. Triple+ is your solution. Its
Central Monitoring Station dashboard is
the only tool in the market oﬀering truly
remote management of a property’s
water system in real-time.
This is
achieved through the single dashboard
which operates 24/7/365, allowing
multiple recipients, whether on or oﬀ site,
to view all connected systems at one time
and receive real-time status updates via a
mobile app. Each time an event occurs, a
map is displayed showing the exact
location and eliminating mistakes as to
which property is being reported upon.
With Triple+ you are always fully connected. When a problem is detected you
receive a push notiﬁcation, Email, text
message and even phone calls. These
calls are generated every three minutes
until you send a conﬁrmation, preventing
alerts from being overlooked. The system
notiﬁes of events such as a pipe bursting
or freezing up, devices going oﬄine from
low battery levels or abnormal water
usage. These health check tools enable
you or the maintenance manager to
handle preventive activities such as
battery changes or instances where
tenants disconnect devices. In addition,
you will have all the tools to take action
remotely to prevent water damage. The
beneﬁt to you is an unparalleled level of
eﬃciency, with the minimum of eﬀort.
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Triple+ devices ensure no
area of a building is left
unprotected

The Triple+ CLM™ gives the ultimate
protection throughout a property, including the common areas in condos and
oﬃce buildings. This includes locations
most likely to ﬂood such as machine
rooms, risers and cooling towers.

The smart irrigation system

Triple+ also protects outdoor areas from
water leaks, ensuring responsible water
usage and low utility bills. The Triple+
Irrigation Controller does this by automatically alerting to abnormal water
consumption (from a leak, damaged line
or split head) and its adaptive learning
algorithm adjusts the watering schedule
according to the most accurate weather
reports to keep the garden green and in
tip top shape.

About Triple+

Triple+ was established in 2011 and is an
innovative and leading manufacturer and
marketer of products and services within
the IoT (Internet of Things) arena. The
Company oﬀers solutions for averting
property damage, injury and ﬁnancial
losses due to water leaks in municipal,
commercial and domestic properties.
Triple+ products are available in the USA
and Canada through leading wholesalers
or plumbing and HVAC contractors.
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North America
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